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                Book a spa treatment

                    Inspired by our original Cowshed Spa at Babington House in Somerset, we offer restorative treatments in a sociable space where you can relax and unwind.
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                Moods

                    Every Cowshed product contains a high ratio of premium quality essential oils, providing the therapeutic benefits for which the range is loved.
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        Free shipping on US orders over $80*
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                                    Spa treatment menu

                
                                    With spas across the UK, Europe and the US, it's easy to find a
location and treatment to suit you. Most of our spas are open to
the public, with a select few exclusive to Soho House members
only.
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                    Sensory Retreats at Babington House

                                            
                            Available 23rd and 24th of April.

The ultimate massage to promote a blissful night's sleep.
Immersing all the senses the Sensory Sleep treatment is designed to
calm the mind and ground. Combining long, rhythmic, stretching
moves, with moments of stillness and breathing practices. This
specialised full-body and scalp massage concentrates on areas of
stress to promote restorative sleep and wellbeing. Self-heating eye
mask, warm lava shells and the sleep-inducing aroma of Luna oil,
and a signature soundtrack ensure you'll drift into a deep state of
relaxation.
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                    Cowshed x SkinCeuticals at Babington House

                                            
                            Tuesday 16th April, 10am to 5pm.

Please join us at Cowshed Babington House for a special event
with SkinCeuticals, where you can uncover your perfect skincare
journey and meet our brand ambassador. SkinCeuticals is backed by
science and centred around three main pillars: prevent, protect and
correct. These principles work synergistically to provide
healthier-looking skin and effective anti-ageing results.
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                    Cowshed x SkinCeuticals 

                                            
                            Available on Wednesday 24th April at Shoreditch House
and Thursday 25th April at Primrose Hill.



Please join us at Cowshed Primrose Hill and Shoreditch House for a
special event with SkinCeuticals, where you can uncover your
perfect skincare journey and meet brand ambassador Sharon Gill.
SkinCeuticals is backed by science and centred around three main
pillars: prevent, protect, and correct. These principles work
synergistically to provide healthier-looking skin and effective
anti-aging results.

Don't miss out on this opportunity with limited
availability.
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                    OTO CBD Therapy 

                                            
                            New treatment launch - OTO CBD Menopause Ritual - in
association with GenM - The Menopause partner for brands. Now
available in all UK Locations.

Guided by nature and grounded by science, award-winning brand
OTO harnesses the power of CBD in its purest form through essential
oil blends to rebalance the mind, body and skin.
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                    Massage 

                                            
                            Whether you're looking for gentle detoxification or deep tissue
treatments, our therapists will design a bespoke massage to suit
you.
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                    Body treatments 

                                            
                            Our top to toe body treatments are ideal for addressing specific
skin concerns. Choose from circulation-boosting salt scrubs and mud
wraps to GUAM® Seaweed treatments to hydrate and firm.
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                    Facial treatments

                                            
                            Give your skin a reboot with a replenishing facial, peel or
light therapy that will leave you radiant and glowing long after
you've left the treatment room.
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                    Soho Skin Facials

                                            
                            Designed to protect your skin from the effects of fast-paced
modern lifestyles, Soho Skin's advanced facials restore health and
radiance, with treatments times from just 30 minutes.
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                    Hands & feet treatments

                                            
                            Drop in for a quick polish and shape, or get comfy and enjoy an
ultimate manicure or pedicure which includes a hydrating mask and
tension-relieving massage.
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                    Lash & brow treatments

                                            
                            Keep your lashes and brows in perfect shape with our selection
of grooming treatments, tints and tidies.
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                    Waxing & hair removal treatments

                                            
                            We offer a full range of waxing treatments, including leg,
bikini, back and facial therapies. Our hot wax is made with
Chamomile and Rose, so it's ideal for sensitive skin and the
delicate areas of the body.
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                    Jennifer Young spa treatments

                                            
                            Chemotherapy and radiotherapy treatments can impact the skin.
Jennifer Young's range is specifically formulated for cancer
patients and those with skin sensitivities using gentle. organic
ingredients to safely nourish and soothe skin
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                    Soak Tubs at Babington House 

                                            
                            Enjoy a relaxing 45-minute Cowshed jacuzzi bath in our private
room while admiring the peaceful Walled Garden of Babington House.
Access to the sauna, cold plunge showers, and both indoor and
outdoor lounge spaces are included to enhance your experience. Let
yourself unwind and relax.
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                    Lazy Lake at Soho Farmhouse

                                            
                            Relax into a two-hour spa experience at our Lazy Lake.
Facilities include an ice room and steam room, infra-red saunas, a
private hot tub and a lounge space.
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                    Shave & Groom

                                            
                            At the Neville barbershop, we offer a range of grooming
treatments for men, including traditional wet shaves and beard
shaping, as well as express trims for those short on time.
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                    Body Brilliant at Soho Farmhouse

                                            
                            Everyone's wellness needs are unique - and that's why Body
Brilliant offers a carefully curated selection of treatments
delivered by its team of highly qualified nurses and specialists.
From vitamin booster shots to bespoke IV infusions and compression
therapy, each service contains a potent combination of essential
vitamins, antioxidants and minerals for superior
revitalisation.
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                    Lash Perfect at Shoreditch House

                                            
                            Natalie is a leader in the world of lash treatments and
semi-permanent extensions. Over almost two decades, her bespoke
approach to creating a unique and personal lash-look for every
client has amassed her a stellar clientele. Whether you're looking
for subtle classic individual lashes, full-volume Russians, or
wispy hybrids, Natalie uses only the best products to create your
perfect lash style, delivering long-lasting and beautiful results
without compromising lash health.
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                    SKINWORK at Cowshed

                                            
                            Now available at Soho Farmhouse. Coming to Babington
House from 7th May.

SKINWORK treatments and products use effective technology,
potent ingredients and timeless techniques to rejuvenate the skin
and visibly improve common problematic conditions, from acne to
visible signs of aging. Get ready for results and relaxation in
every treatment with SKINWORK's expert skin coaches at Soho
Farmhouse this spring
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                    Remedy at Soho Farmhouse

                                            
                            Available on Mondays and Fridays.

Soho Farmhouse are proud to be working alongside Remedy, leaders
in health and performance, specialising in physiotherapy and injury
rehabilitation. Remedy's therapists have master's degrees and have
worked extensively in elite sport. Remedy's professionals screening
service will assess your body from head to toe and then help you
build a strategy to help you overcome these issues and get your old
self back, even more resilient than before.
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                    The Face Workout Residency in Soho House Barcelona 

                                            
                            Available Tuesday- Saturday.

Discover the new facial gymnastics technique through our partner
The Face Workout, exclusively for Soho House Barcelona. Fight
sagging and fatigue with this effective, proven and non-invasive
technique. You have 3 workouts to choose from to keep the muscles
and skin of your face in shape. Discover the new facial gymnastics
technique through our partner The Face Workout exclusively for Soho
House Barcelona. Fight sagging and fatigue with this effective,
proven and non-invasive technique. You have 3 workouts to choose
from to keep the muscles and skin of your face in shape.
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                    The Light Salon

                                            
                            LED skincare is currently at the centre of a beauty tech
revolution that all began with The Light Salon. Its precision
wavelengths are clinically proven to renew the skin at a cellular
level and stimulate collagen production for a plumped and radiant
complexion. Experience the rejuvenating and relaxing effects of LED
for yourself with The Light Salon Signature Facial.
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                    Hydrafacial 

                                            
                            Hydrafacial is a non-invasive treatment that improves skin
health, addresses individual concerns, and creates a glow like no
other. Unlike traditional facials, it's performed via device rather
than by hand, for a deeper penetration and longer lasting
results.
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                    Manucurist Nail Care 

                                            
                            We understand that every person is different and everyone's
nails are unique and need special care. That's why we've designed a
bespoke six-step routine to make nails stronger and treat them in
depth, using bio-sourced and vegan products made in France. The
Result? Repaired, nourished and protected nails for a healthy look
and a long-lasting manicure or pedicure.
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                    Ross J. Barr residency at Shoreditch House

                                            
                            Available every Friday.

Available every Friday A registered acupuncturist and member of
the British Acupuncture Council, Ross J Barr is a fertility and
wellness expert. Respected as one of the top practitioners in his
field, Barr specialises in Five Element Acupuncture - the ancient
Chinese theory that mind, body and spirit are made up of the five
elements: wood, fire, earth, metal and water. His work involves
balancing these energies to assist in matters of fertility, helping
to manage stress or sleep issues, or simply creating an overall
sense of well-being.
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                    Nieve Tierney residency at Shoreditch House

                                            
                            Available every Wednesday.

Available every Wednesday Nieve Tierney is a reiki master and
energy healer who helps raise your body's vibration to aid anxiety,
depression, poor sleep, low energy and stress. Working on a
cellular level, her treatments help open up the flow of energy that
runs across the body, unblocking trapped energies to help alleviate
trauma, pain, stress, anxiety and withheld emotions. After a
session, you'll feel emotionally lighter with an aligned energy
flow.
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                    FACEGYM residency at Soho Farmhouse

                                            
                            "It's not a facial, it's a workout." Established in 2014,
FACEGYM provides a unique facial fitness experience for everyone.
Powered by results-driven, award-winning skincare,
advanced-technology tools and muscle manipulation techniques, get
ready to lift, sculpt, tighten and brighten.

Please note that FACEGYM vouchers and memberships are not
redeemable at Soho Farmhouse.
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                    Lisa Bickell residency at Soho Farmhouse 

                                            
                            Lisa is a soft tissue therapist with over 10 years' experience
in remedial work, using a range of renowned techniques. Choose from
cupping, myofascial release and LED light therapy, designed to
promote mobility and relieve tension and injury. A hands-on deep
tissue massage helps warm the muscles ahead of your chosen
treatment.
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                    Curfew Grooming at Soho Farmhouse

                                            
                            This London-based barbershop, blends contemporary barbering with
hairdressing techniques. Trained in cutting all hair types and
textures, cuts, skin fades and razor-sharp beard trims are
available to members every Friday. What's more, the staff have been
trained to talk openly by The 12th Man - a mental health campaign
that equips teams to offer mental-health first aid.
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                    Treatment bookings

        
                    Please visit our individual spa pages for further details.
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            Cowshed parties

            There's no better way to spend a morning or evening than enjoying exclusive use of the Cowshed spa with your friends
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            Make every day a spa day

            Bring the spa home, with every one of our products delivering real, therapeutic benefits through bespoke essential oil blends
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        Newsletter sign up

        Sign up to our newsletter to enjoy 20% off your next purchase
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                    Enjoy 20% off your next purchase

                    Sign up to our newsletter to be the first to hear about all
things Cowshed, plus receive 20% off your next order*



                    
                    
                        Subscribe
                    
                    Cannot be used in conjunction with Soho House member benefits or
any other offer. Excludes spa treatments, sale, gift cards and
third-party product. The offer is limited to one use per
customer.

Privacy Policy and Terms
and Conditions apply.



                

            

        

    











    

    
                    
                
   
   


            
                
            
        

    






















